PULSE® cuts average transaction
processing time by 75% and cost by 25%
with an HP Converged Infrastructure
For a mission-critical debit transaction processing system, HP Integrity NonStop
BladeSystem Servers provide speed, increased capacity and agility
Case Study

“The HP Integrity NonStop BladeSystem environment
reduces transaction processing time and costs today
and enables us to deliver new capabilities and
expanded capacity more quickly and at a lower future
cost. This puts PULSE in a strong competitive position
to take advantage of growing opportunities while
meeting changing market demands.”
—Tony Zeis, Senior Vice President of Switch
Technology, PULSE
Objective

Position the company to handle greater volume and
take advantage of expanding market opportunities
by refreshing mission-critical transaction processing
technology

HP customer
case study: HP

Integrity NonStop
BladeSystem Servers
are the foundation
of an HP Converged
Infrastructure
for a missioncritical transaction
processing system

Industry:

Financial services

Approach

PULSE evaluated business needs and determined
that HP’s server, security, storage, and networking
technologies could provide the transaction processing
power and reliability needed to refresh technology in the
company’s two data centers while also powering a new
test and benchmark environment. This approach enabled
higher availability and scalability and reduced overhead
costs and system complexity.

Business technology improvements

• Reduced average transaction processing time by 75%
• Reduced total cost of ownership (TCO) for transaction
processing systems by approximately one-third
• Enabled nearly a 5x volume increase at about 25% of
the previous processing cost
• Reduced cycle time for fully tested and benchmarked
hardware- and software-based changes by 75%
• Eliminated risks associated with IT changes for PULSE
and its clients by establishing a test and benchmark
environment

Business outcomes

• Positions PULSE, a Discover Financial Services
company, to take advantage of growing market
opportunities by scaling rapidly up to nearly 5x
processing capacity
• Enhances PULSE’s competitive position by enabling
rapid changes in processing environment capability
and functionality in response to changing business
needs
• Protects brand image of PULSE and its client base
of financial institutions with 100% uptime and riskelimination of a benchmark system separate from the
production environment

“In addition to high availability and
scalability, the HP Integrity NonStop
BladeSystem environment reduces
our overhead costs and our system
complexity while delivering a cost
point for transaction processing that
meets the requirements of our business
model.”
—Tony Zeis, Senior Vice President of
Switch Technology, PULSE
Mission-critical system faces rapid
growth

PULSE is one of the fastest growing ATM/debit networks
in the United States. PULSE processes and settles millions
of transactions every day across its network of clients
including more than 4,400 banks, credit unions, and
savings institutions.
Having already processed more than 3.3 billion
transactions in 2010, PULSE faced even greater
processing volume with increasing consumer debit usage
in 2011. In addition, changes in regulatory requirements,
including the Durbin Amendment to the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010,
were anticipated to increase transaction volumes.
To position the company to handle greater volume and
take advantage of expanding market opportunities,
PULSE looked to refresh its transaction processing
technology. The company worked with HP’s Technology
Services (TS) Consulting group and other expert advisers
to evaluate business needs and technology direction.
“Growth and performance were two key dimensions as
we evaluated next steps,” says Tony Zeis, senior vice
president of switch technology, PULSE. “We faced the
potential and opportunity to significantly grow the current
business. We had a very short time frame to answer the
question of how to scale our mission-critical transaction
processing systems to as much as five times our
transaction volume while retaining the high availability
and performance that are essential for PULSE and our
clients.”
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An HP Converged Infrastructure for
current and future needs

PULSE had met its mission-critical transaction processing
requirements with HP Integrity NonStop S-series systems
and FIS CONNEX software for more than 17 years.
In 2005, PULSE was acquired by Discover Financial
Services, which had an IT infrastructure built on
technologies from other leading systems providers.
Following the merger, PULSE successfully made the case
to its parent company that HP server, security, storage,
and networking technologies would provide the needed
transaction processing power and reliability.
“We evaluated our business needs, worked closely with
HP to understand the HP technology roadmap, and we
chose to stay with a proven partner,” Zeis says.
The PULSE team felt that the advanced technologies at
the core of the HP Converged Infrastructure portfolio
enable service delivery agility now and in the future—the
fundamental vision of an Instant-on Enterprise.
The PULSE data centers in Ohio and Illinois include
production systems to process debit transactions of
two 10-dual-core HP Integrity NonStop NB50000c
BladeSystem Servers. Each system has three HP Atalla
Ax150 Network Security Processors (NSPs) and four
Cluster IO Modules (CLIMs) with 25 HP Serial Attached
SCSI (SAS) Hard Drives. The certification system in each
data center relies on one dual-core HP Integrity NonStop
NS2000 Server, allowing PULSE clients to do transaction
simulation and testing.
PULSE also added a vital test and benchmark
environment in both locations with HP NonStop
NB50000c BladeSystem Servers and other technology
identical to the production systems.

Power, reliability, and cost savings

PULSE client Nick Anderson, senior vice president of
Trustmark Bank in Jackson, Mississippi, emphasizes
that financial institutions depend on their networks to
provide uninterrupted, 24 x 7 service. “PULSE’s migration
to the HP Integrity NonStop architecture solidifies our
confidence in PULSE’s ability to provide reliable service
and 100% uptime—it helps us sleep better at night.”
The new PULSE production system reduces average
transaction processing time by 75% and reduces total
cost of ownership (TCO) for transaction processing
systems by approximately one-third.
“But cost of ownership is only part of the story, because
it does not take into account the fact that scaling has
gone up significantly,” Zeis explains. “So another way
to present the cost savings is that we’re now capable of
processing nearly 5x of our current volume at about 25%
of the former cost to do so.”
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According to Zeis, “With HP Integrity NonStop
BladeSystem technology, we’ve also decoupled the cost
between support staff and technology scalability, so we
can grow with lower overall operations personnel.”
“In addition to providing high availability and scalability,
the HP Integrity NonStop BladeSystem environment
reduces our overhead costs and our system complexity
while delivering a cost point for transaction processing
that meets the requirements of our business model,” Zeis
says.

Ongoing benefits of test environment

PULSE deployed its new test and benchmark environment
before migrating the mission-critical transaction
processing system. “With traffic simulation technology,
we were able to replicate the peak hour that we had
experienced in 2010 in our test environment and put a
scaling of 1x to more than 4x on that test,” Zeis explains.
“This enabled us to benchmark, certify and test the
HP BladeSystem environment with our FIS transaction
processing software.
“Traditionally in our industry, if you are migrating
hundreds of financial institution connections from one
environment to a new technology, you will migrate in a
phased approach over a couple of weeks,” Zeis says.
“We were able to test the planned migration, and built
confidence in how the system would perform. Through
the confidence gained from the testing, we authorized a
migration plan totaling 20 minutes start to finish—down
from that traditional time of about two weeks,” Zeis says.
“Ultimately, we migrated approximately 96% of the
connections in only nine minutes.”
PULSE client Roger Dillon, ATM/debit card applications
manager at Fiserv-Houston, comments on the smooth
migration, “I’d have to describe our experience with
PULSE’s migration to its new processing platform as a
‘non-event.’ Everything went quickly and smoothly with
little downtime, just as it was planned.”

The HP BladeSystem test and benchmark environment has
an ongoing benefit for PULSE and its clients: reducing
the risks associated with IT changes. This risk reduction
combined with the 100% uptime delivered by the HP
Converged Infrastructure helps protect the brand image
of PULSE and its client base of financial institutions.
“When it comes to substantial change in the environment
such as capacity upgrades, software releases, tuning
and optimization, for example, we are now able to
pre-stage, test, and certify those on the benchmarking
platform before ever introducing them into the production
environment,” Zeis says. “This means there is no risk for
PULSE or our client base of financial institutions. This is a
key objective for the PULSE investment in a benchmarking
platform: clients who come to our environment know
that the changes that we make are tested first and the
risks associated with each fully tested and benchmarked
change are eliminated.”

HP support ensures reliability

In addition to the mission-critical HP Converged
Infrastructure, PULSE benefits from ongoing support
from the HP TS Consulting group, HP Account Support
Management (ASM), and a dedicated account
representative in the HP Global Mission Critical Solution
Center (GMCSC).
“Since the migration, we’ve been available 100% of the
time. That’s HP technology at work, on the one hand,
and there’s also a service envelope around the hardware
and software. These are critical systems for PULSE,
and the service element of the HP solution is extremely
important,” Zeis says.
Zeis emphasizes that the PULSE relationship with HP is a
strong partnership.
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“HP has a legacy history and knowledge of our business
and of our technology applications,” Zeis says. “HP
helped us plan for change, the HP team was there to help
us implement that change successfully, without incident,
and they support us on an ongoing basis.”

Expanding plans for HP Converged
Infrastructure

The DebitProtect ® fraud prevention system helps financial
organizations detect fraudulent debit transactions. This is
a significant application for the PULSE debit business, and
Zeis explains that the company is partnering with HP to
develop new technology for that area.
“Based on our success with the HP Converged
Infrastructure solution for PULSE’s mission-critical
transaction processing environment, we chose the HP
Converged Infrastructure for another vital area, the
DebitProtect real time environment,” Zeis says.
“For DebitProtect real time, we saw that an HP NonStop
BladeSystem environment could help us reduce
complexity, increase availability and performance,
and deliver capability and functionality that alternative
solutions we evaluated could not,” Zeis says. “We’re at
the proof-of-concept stage and are targeting early 2012
for the release of our innovative DebitProtect real time
capability.”

Customer solution at a glance
Primary applications
• Mission-critical debit transaction processing system
HP Services
• HP Technology Services Consulting group
• HP Account Support Management (ASM)
• Dedicated account representative in the HP Global Mission Critical
Solution Center (GMCSC)
Primary hardware
• Dual core HP Integrity NonStop NB50000c BladeSystem Servers
with HP Atalla Ax150 Network Security Processors (NSPs) and
Cluster IO Modules (CLIMs) with HP Serial Attached SCSI (SAS)
Hard Drives
• HP Integrity NonStop NS2000 Servers
Primary software
• FIS CONNEX

Accelerating time to market

“With our new test and benchmarking environment now
based on HP’s BladeSystem technology, we have reduced
the cycle to execute fully tested and benchmarked
hardware- and software-based changes in our
environment from 12 months to 90 days—so we can bring
change to market about 75% faster,” explains Zeis.
“Overall, the HP Integrity NonStop BladeSystem
environment reduces our transaction processing time
and costs and enables us to deliver new capability,
functionality and capacity much more quickly, at lower
cost and with significantly reduced risk than ever before,”
Zeis says.
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